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CONSILIUL 

CONCURENŢEI 
 

THE COMPETITION 

COUNCIL 

 

 The PLENUM OF THE COMPETITION COUNCIL 

DECISION 

no. APD-21 

as of 05 December 2013                                                                      mun. Chişinău 

The Plenum of the Competition Council as constituted: 

Viorica CĂRARE – Chairperson 

Emil GUŢU – Vice Chairperson  

Mihail CIBOTARU – Vice Chairperson 

Ion  MAXIM – Member 

Veaceslav GUŢUŢUI – Member 

 

 Acting on the grounds of art. 41 para. (1) let. h) şi art. 93 para. (5) from the 

Law on Competition no.183 as of 11 July 2012, the Parliament decision no. 179 as of 

12.07.2013 on appointing the members of the Plenum of the Competition Council, as 

well the Parliament decision  no. 220 as off  27.09.2013 on appointing one member of 

the Plenum of the Competition Council,  

Having analyzed the investigation report on the case initiated by the Decision 

of the Administrative Council of the National Agency for Protection of Competition1  
no.56 as of 26 September 2011 and the materials collected during the investigation, 

HAS FOUND: 

 On 21 September 2011 the National Agency for Protection of Competition 

(NAPC), currently the Competition Council, received the application from the  

economic agent JSC   „Moldtelecom” (hereinafter Moldtelecom) claiming signs of 

infringing  the Law  no.1103-XIV as of 30 June 2000 on the protection of competition 
by JV „Sun Communications” LLC    (hereinafter Sun Communications)  requesting 

the examination of the problem through the Law  no.1103-XIV as of 30 June 2000 on 

the protection of competition.  

                                                           
1Successor of rights is Competition Council from the Republic of Moldova. 
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 The action claimed by Moldtelecom constitutes offering by Sun 

Communications the following packages: Mini for 69 MDL, Optim for 89 MDL and 
Ultra for 199 MDL, including television services (digital and analog), fix internet fix 

telephony. 

 Moldtelecom considered that Sun Communications offered those packages for 

the price of subscriptions below the costs, affecting in such a way the activity of  
IPTV digital TV services, services for fix telephony and Internet data trasmission to 

all providers on electronic communications market, fact which is action of unfair 

competition. 
 As a result of examining the application of Moldtelecom and the materials 

related to it, the Administrativ Council of NAPC, withing the meeting on 26 

September 2011, issued the Disposition no.56 on initiating action regarding the signs 

of infringing the art.6 and art.8 from the Law  no. 1103-XIV as of 30 June 2000 on 
the protection of competition by Sun Communications.  

The parties concerned 

1. JSC   „Moldtelecom” 
JSC   Moldtelecom is the national telecommunications operator from the 

Republic of Moldova, established on 05.01.1999 by reorganizing Î.S. „Moldtelecom”. 

Moldtelecom provides telecommunications services licenced by NRAECIT, the main 

of these being services of cellular mobile telephony; services of fixed interurban and 
intenational telephony; services of local fixed telephony; services in the domain of 

informatics (Internet, data transfer, ISDN); design, implementation, development, 

operation and marketing of civl telecommunication networks (radiocommunications). 
2.  JV „Sun Communications” LLC    

 Sun Communications has been operating on the market of television from the 

Republic of Moldova since 1993. Besides the cable television service, the companu 

offers broadband Internet service, as well fixed telephony. Sun Communications 
operates based on the license series AB  no. 000049 as of 16 June 2008 valid until 16 

June 2014. 

 Relevant market: the relevant product and geographic market 

Relevant product market 

 Sun Communications provides packages Mini, Optim and Ultra including three 

services: television (digital and analog), fixed internet and fixed telephony. These 

servcices are provided by a single connexsion and the subscribers receives a single 
bill at the end of the month. 

 In the same time, Sun Communications offers the possibility to potential 

subscribers to benefit serparately from the service analog and digital TV through 
packages Basic, Standard or Standard Plus, but services of fixed internet and fixed 

telephony are offered only wihin the packages Mini, Optim and Ultra, fact which 
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signals mixed group procedure (not a classical one) operated by Sun 

Communications.  
 The grouping reffers to the way in which the products are offered and the price 

charged by the company. In case of mixed grouping, often called multi product 

discount, the products are offered separately as well, but the sum of the prices while 

sold separately is higher than the grouped price.   
 The television service is offered separatedly as well within the packages Basic, 

Standard or Standard Plus, fact which is not possible for other two services of  fixed 

internet and fixed telephony.  
 As for the tariffs charged by the Sun Communications, the comparative 

analysis of the tariffs charged by the operator for  television service (digital and 

analog) on the one hand and the packages Optim and Ultra on the other hand, was 

made.  
 

Separate services Optim  Separate services Ultra 

Television 

- digital Standard 90 tv channels  

— 83 MDL 

- analog Basic 54 tv channels — 
60 MDL 

 

 

Television 

-digital 90 tv channels 

-analog 54 tv channels 

Internet 
- 2 Mbps 

Telephony 

 -  no monthly 

subscription 

Television 

- digital Standard Plus 127 tv 

channels — 159 MDL 

- analog Basic 54 tv channels 
— 60 MDL 

 

Television 

-digital 127 tv channels 

-analog 54 tv channels 

Internet 
- 5 Mbps 

Telephony 

 -  no monthly subscription 

Total — 143 MDL 89 MDL Total — 219 MDL 199 MDL 

 The package Mini was not analyzed since the operator does not offer as well separately  television service together 

with the same number of tv channels.  

  
 The data obtained in the table confirms that Sun Communications practices 

mixed grouping, a potential subscriber shoul pay a higher tariff for  television (analog 

and digital) service of 143 MDL and 219 MDL, than in case it benefited from the 

same television service, with the same characteristics in case of packages  Optim for 
89 MDL and Ultra for 199 MDL having additionaly the service of  fixed telephony 

and fixed internet.   

 Thereofe, taking account of the information provided above, we can found, that 
the investigation of Sun Communications on three product markets shoud be 

conducted: 

1. Market of broadcasting and retransmission of audiovisual programs; 

2. Market of Internet acces to fixed points and data trasmission; 
3. Market of Fixed telephony services. 

 Geographic market 

 The geographic market should be considered the localities in which  

SunCommunications provided packages Mini, Optim and Ultra i.e. mun.Chişinău, 

mun.Bălţi and Cahul.  

 Found acts and facts 
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 According to Offer  no.035 as of 21.02.2011 on introducing new packages, Sun 

Communications began to offer to the inhabitants of mun.Chişinău and Ialoveni2, 

starting with 01 March 2011, the following packages: Mini for the price of 69 de 

MDL; Optim for 89 MDL and Ultra for 199 MDL. 
 The offers Mini, Optim and Ultra are packages including three different 

services: television (digital and analog), fixed internet and fixed telephony, offered to 

customers by means of a single connextion and on a single monthly bill, having the 

following characteristics: 
 
 Mini Optim Ultra 

Digital Television 65 tv channels 90 tv channels 127 tv channels 

Analog TV 
the option of connecting 

additional tv 

the option of connecting 

additional tv 

the option of connecting 

additional tv 

Internet Up to 2 Mbps Up to 2 Mbps Up to 5 Mbps 

Fixed telephony 
SunVoice 

no included minutes 

SunVoice 

no included minutes 

SunVoice 

no included minutes 

Monthly tarrif 69 MDL 89 MDL 199 MDL 

 In the same time, SunCommunications offered the possibility of increasing the 
speed of internet acees for additional payment, in compliance with the table bellow.  

 Mini Optim Ultra 

Up to 5 mbps 50 MDL 50 MDL x 

Up to 10 mbps 90 MDL 90 MDL 40 MDL 

Up to 15 mbps 130 MDL 130 MDL 80 MDL 

Up to 20 mbps 160 MDL 160 MDL 110 MDL 

Up to 50 mbps* 450 MDL 450 MDL 400 MDL 

*The speed of 50 mbps being available only in the fiber optic network. 

 Pursuant to the annex to Order  no.035 as of 21.02.2011 the Subscription 

Agreement shall be concluded for 24 months, and the connection to  the services of 

SunCommunications shall be made on a free of charge basis. 

 Subsequently, SunCommunications increased the number of tv channels 
offered and the monthly tariff as follows:   

                                                           
2 Subsequenlty, mun.Bălţi and Cahul were added to the list of localities in which these offers are provided. 
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 Mini Optim Ultra 

Digital Television 69 tv channels 99 tv channels 129 tv channels 

Monthly tariff 79 MDL 99 MDL  204 MDL  

  

Changes were made to additional tariffs paid for increased speed of internet acces, as 

shown in the table below. 

 Mini Optim Ultra 

01.12.11  present 01.12.11  present 01.12.11  prezent 

Up to 5 mbps 40 MDL 
30 

MDL 
35 MDL 40 MDL 30 MDL 35 MDL 

offer 

missing 

offer 

missing 

offer 

missing 

Up to 10 mbps 75 MDL 
60 

MDL 
65 MDL 75 MDL 60 MDL 65 MDL 35 MDL 30 MDL 35 MDL 

Up to 15 mbps 
105 

MDL 

offer 

missing 

offer 

missing 
105 MDL 

offer 

missing 

offer 

missing 
65MDL 

offer 

missing 

offer 

missing 

Up to 20 mbps 
130 

MDL 

100 

MDL 
105 MDL 130 MDL 

100 

MDL 
105 MDL 90 MDL 70 MDL 75 MDL 

Up to 30 mbps 
offer 

missing 

120 

MDL 
125 MDL 

offer 

missing 

120 

MDL 
125 MDL 

offer 

missing 
90 MDL 95 MDL 

Up to 50 mbps* 
360 

MDL 

150 

MDL 
155 MDL 360 MDL 

150 

MDL 
155 MDL 320 MDL 120 MDL 125 MDL 

 * The speed of 50 mbps being available only in the fiber optic network. 

 Moldtelecom considers that Sun Communications offered the packages Mini 

for 69 MDL, Optim for 89 MDL and Ultra for 199 MDL below the level of costs fact 

which affected the economic agents providing services of  Digital Television, Fixed 
telephony and internet. In view of establishing whether the provision of these 

packages had or had not any impact on the activity of Moldtelecom on the markets of 

television, internet and telephony, the information on the evolution of number of 

subscribers of  Moldtelecom and SunCommunications was analyzed. 
SunCommunications provided the information on the evolution of subscribers 

to packages  Mini, Optim and Ultra within 01.02.2011 – 01.08.2012, in the localities 

where these packages were offered, as shown in the following table: 
 

 

Period  

Locality  

Chişinău Bălţi Cahul 

Mini Optim Ultra Mini Optim Ultra Mini Optim Ultra 
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New subscribers connected  „ ...”3 „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” 
Subscribers transferred from other 

packages 
„ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” 

Disconnected subscribers „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” 
Active subscribers „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” „ ...” 

   

 The data provided for by the operator show that the majority of customers 

benefiting from these offers are from mun.Chişinău, choosing mainly packages Mini 
and Optim. It has been noted that the majority of active subscribers  are subscribers 

transferred from other packages– „...” to Mini and „...” to Optim.  

  Moldtelecom provided the information on the evolution of the number of 

subscribers to services of television, internet and telephony, data shown in the table 
below.  
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DIGITAL TELEVISION, IPTV 

mun. Chişinău 

„...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” 

mun. Bălţi 

„...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” 

Cahul 

„...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” 

INTERNET 

"MaxFiber" package 

mun. 
Chişinău 

„...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” 

mun. Bălţi „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” 

Cahul „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” 

"MaxDSL" package 

mun. 

Chişinău 

„...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” 

mun. Bălţi 

„...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” 

Cahul 

„...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” 

FIXED TELEPHONY  

Total for the packages “Standard”, “Econom”, “Înlesniri” 

mun. 

Chişinău 

„...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” 

mun. Bălţi 

„...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” 

Cahul 

„...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” „...” 

                                                           
3 Confidential information 
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 The structured analysis of the information on the evolution of the number of 

subscribers of  Moldtelecom is shown in the table below. 

30.09.10 31.03.13 Evoluţie 30.09.10 31.03.13 Evoluţie 30.09.10 31.03.13 Evoluţie

"..." "..." "..." "..." "..." "..." "..." "..." "..."

MaxFiber "..." "..." "..." "..." "..." "..." "..." "..." "..."

MaxDSL "..." "..." "..." "..." "..." "..." "..." "..." "..."

"..." "..." "..." "..." "..." "..." "..." "..." "..."Telefonie fixă

Serviciul
mun.Chişinău mun.Bălţi or.Cahul

Internet

TV digitală, IPTV

 Analyzing the evolution of the number of subscribers of  Moldtelecom to 

services of  television, internet and telephony in mun.Chişinău, mun.Bălţi and Cahul, 

within 30.09.2010 – 31.03.2013, the following were stated: 

 
1. The number of subscribers to the service Digital Television IPTV is constantly 

increasing in all the three localities where SunCommunications provides packages 

Mini, Optim and Ultra: 

 in mun. Chişinău - from „...” to „...” subscribers; 

 in mun. Bălţi – from „...” to „...” subscribers; 

 in Cahul – from „...” to „...” subscribers. 

2. The evolution of the number of subscribers to Internet service differs depending 

upon the package offered - „MaxFiber” or „MaxDSL”.  
 The MaxFiber package registeres a constant increase of the number of 

subscribers in all the three localities: 

 in mun. Chişinău - from „...” to „...” subscribers; 

 in mun. Bălţi – from „...” to „...” subscribers; 

 in or.Cahul – from „...” to „...” subscribers. 
On the other hand, there is a constant decreasing tendency of the number of 

subscribers to „MaxDSL” package in mun.Chişinău and mun.Bălţi, but in 

Cahul the number of subscribers is increasing. 

 in mun. Chişinău - from „...” to „...” subscribers; 

 in mun. Bălţi – from „...” to „...” subscribers; 

 in or.Cahul – from „...” to „...” subscribers. 
The decrease of the subscribers to packages „MaxDSL” in mun.Chişinău and 

mun.Bălţi may be explained by the migration of customers to  „MaxFiber” 
taking into account the following:  

1. Some packages „MaxDSL” and „MaxFiber” are provided for the same tariff, 

and the characteristics of the packages „MaxFiber” are significantly better, and 

2. The development of the fiber network in mun. Chişinău and mun.Bălţi reached 
the level allowing many subscribers to choose packages „MaxFiber” rather than 

those of „MaxDSL”.       

,  For instance, the package „MaxDSL nano” provided for 120 MDL per month, 

and on the other hand, for the same tariff 120 MDL per month the package „MaxFiber 
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120” is provided, having better parameters of internet access. The comparative 

analysis of these two packages is shown in the following table.  
MaxDSL nano 

 
Tarif MaxFiber 120 

 

Up to 2 Mbps download 

Up to  1 Mbps, upload 

Acces resurse naţionale MD-IX 

Up to 2 Mbps download 

Up to  1 Mbps, upload 

 

120 MDL/lună Up to 4 Mbps download  

Up to  4 Mbps, upload 

Acces resurse naţionale MD-IX 

Up to 100 Mbps download  

Up to  100 Mbps, upload 

 

 The coonection to MaxDSL nano and to MaxFiber120 is free of charge.   
3. The number of subscribers to the service of fixed telephony in mun.Chişinău 

and mun.Bălţi reduced during the analyzed period, and in Cahul an increase was 

registered as follows:  

 in mun.Chişinău – from „...” to „...” subscribers;  

 in mun. Bălţi – from „...” to „...” subscribers; 

 in Cahul – from „...” to „...” subscribers 
Analyzing comparatively the information provided by Moldtelecom and Sun 

Communications on the evolution of the number of subscribers to the services 

provided for these economic agents during the common period, starting in 
February – March 2011 till August-September 2012, it was found that the 

number of subscribers to Moldtelecom in the localities where Sun 

Communications provides the offers Mini, Optim and Ultra increased 
constantly during the entire period in which these offers are provided  by Sun 

Communications. 

 We compared the tariffs charged by  Sun Communications for the packages 

Mini, Optim and Ultra on the one hand, and the tariffs charged by Moldtelecom for 
the  services of internet and television, adjusting the characteristics of the services 

provided by both providers to comparable parameters. 

 The following table shows the comparative analysis, on the one  hand of the 
tariffs which would had been paid by a potential subscriber on the date of introducing 

the offers Mini, Optim and Ultra, if it benefited from one of the packages provided for 

by Sun Communications having the maximum speed for internet access, and on the 

other hand the tariffs charged by Moldtelecom for the packages which include the 
services Digital Television and internet.  

 
Februarie 2011 

SunCommunications Monthly tariff Moldtelecom Monthly 

tariff 

Mini – 65 tv channels + 50 

Mbps (fiber optic) 

69 MDL + 450 MDL 

= 519 MDL 

Package Univers Start (Digital 

Television+Internet) 
200 MDL 

Optim – 90 tv channels + 50 

Mbps (fiber optic) 

89 MDL + 450 MDL 

= 539 MDL 

Package Univers Confort (Digital 

Television+Internet) 
230 MDL 

Ultra – 127 tv channels+ 50 

Mbps (fiber optic) 

199 MDL + 400 MDL 

= 599 MDL 

Package Univers Plus (Digital 

Television+Internet) 
280 MDL 
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Package Univers Plus 100 (Digital 

Television+Internet) 
300 MDL 

   

The table bellow presents the resembling analysis  of the packages offered by 
Sun Communications, on the one hand, and the services offered by Moldtelecom, in 

June 2013.   

 
June 2013 

SunCommunications Monthly tariff Moldtelecom Monthly 

tariff 

Mini – 69 tv channels + 50 

Mbps  

79 MDL + 155 

MDL = 234 MDL 

Package Premier Start  (Digital Television 

59 canale + 31 tv channels bonus + Internet 

MaxFiber 30/30 Mbps Internet; 100/100 

Mbps MD-IX) 

180 MDL 

Optim – 99 tv channels + 50 

Mbps (fiber optic) 

99 MDL + 145 

MDL =244 MDL 

Package Premier Comfort  (Digital 

Television 59 channels + 31 tv channels 

bonus + Internet MaxFiber 60/60 Mbps 

Internet; 100/100 Mbps MD-IX) 

210 MDL 

Ultra – 127 tv channels+ 50 

Mbps (fiber optic) 

199 MDL +150 

MDL = 349 MDL 

Package Premier Plus  (Digital Television 59 

canale + 31 tv channels bonus + Internet 

MaxFiber 100/100 Mbps Internet; 100/100 

Mbps MD-IX) 

260 MDL 

 

 Analyzing the information from tables we found the fact that both on the date 
of introducing the offers  Mini, Optim and Ultra and in June 2013 the tariffs charged 

by Moldtelecom were lower as compared to those of Sun Communications. 

 Therefore, in February 2011 a potential client of Sun Communications 

benefiting from 50 Mbps speed to internet acces, would have to pay each month a 
tariff of 519 MDL for the package Mini, 539 MDL for Optim and 599 MDL for Ultra. 

In the same time, a client of Moldtelecom, in the same period would have to pay  200 

MDL for Univers Start and at most 300 MDL for Univers Plus 100. 
 In June 2013 the basic tariffs for the packages Mini, Optim and Ultra increased 

insignificantly up to 79 MDL, 99 MDL and 204 MDL, bu the additional tariffs for 

increasing internet access speed were reduced significantly as compared to the level 

of tariffs from February 2011. Even in such conditions, the tariffs charged by Sun 
Communications for these packages, having the maximum speed to internet access of 

50mbps, are higher (Mini-234 MDL, Optim-244MDL, Ultra-349 MDL) that the 

tariffs of comparative packages of Moldtelecom (Premier Start – 180 MDL, Premier 
Comfort-210 MDL or Premier Plus  - 260 MDL). 

 This analysis did not include the tariffs charged by Sun Communications and 

Moldtelecom for the service fixed telephony since Moldtelecom held dominant 

position on this market in 2012, with a share of 93,15% out of the total numebr of 
subscribers while the share of Sun Communications was 1,82%4.  

 Having a significant share of the market of fixed telephony, Moldtelecom  

serves the largest number of subscribers, which could be an important barreer for the 

                                                           
4 NRAECIT in the report ”The evolution of the markets on electronic communication in 2012” 
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client which could determine it not to change the provider of this service. But, 

migrating to Sun Communications the subscriber would have to pay a tariff for 
connecting of 0,072 MDL/min in order to call subscribers of other operators namely 

those of Moldtelecom, the area of customers from Sun Communications networkd 

being much lower, of 1,82% out of the total number of subscribers. 

 There is a gradual reduction in the recent years of the main indicators from the 
market of fixed telephony, in 2012 the revenue  decreasing by 6,13% and monthly 

ARPU5 reduced by 7,90% as compared to the previous year. 

 In the same time, a constant  increase of the serice of mobile telephony has 
been outlined,  with a rate of penetration in 2012 of 114,6% this service substitute 

mostly the fixed telephony.  

 Taking into account the information found above, it can be addmited that the 

fixed telephony does not represent the determining service for the client in view of 
changing the provider of the services television or internet.  

  Legal qualification  

The objective side of the infringement described in art. 6 let.g) from the Law 

no.1103-XIV as of 30 June 2000 on the protection of competition constitutes the 

setting of low monopolist prices (dumping). Setting of a tariff for a service below the 
cost of its provisions is made for the purpose of eliminating competitors and obtaining 

a higher market share. In case of providing packages Mini, Optim and Ultra the 

activity of Moldtelecom, reffering to increasing the number of subscribers, was not 

affected. The number of clients of this economic agent, for services of  internet and 
television in mun.Chişinău, mun. Bălţi and Cahul, increased constantly. 

 As to the reduction of numbers of subscribers of  Moldtelecom for services of  

fixed telephony in mun.Chişinău and mun.Bălţi, the situation is alligned to the general 

trend of decreaseing the number of subscribers of this economic agent at the national 
level.  In 2012 the users’ data base of Moldtelecom decreased by 4,0 thous. clients 

and was 1 123,2 thous. clients6. 

 Despite the fact that the number of subscribers of alternative operators for the 
service of fixed telephony increased in 2012 by about 29,9 thous. and was 82,6 thous. 

clients, generally, the profits of the market of fixed telephony are decreasing 

(according to the information provided above).  

 According to ANRCETI6 the only market on which the significant decrease of 
profits continued, was the market of fixed telephony. The evolution of this makert  

enrolls in the global trend of stagnating markets of fixed telephony, trend caused by 

the substitution of the service of fixed telephony with other services which are more 
convinient and  cheap (mobile telephony, applications OTT (Skype, WhatsApp, 

Viber, etc.). 

                                                           
5 Average revenue per user. 

6 The report of NRAECIT The evolution of the markets on electronic communication in 2012. 
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Thus, in the absence of objective side, it was found that the actions claimed did 

not meet the consitutive elements of infringements provided for in art.6 let.g) from the 
Law  no. 1103-XIV as of 30.06.2000 on the protection of competition. 

In the same time, during investigating the activity of Sun Communications 

related to providing packages Mini, Optim and Ultra, no actions coming in 

contradiction with the povisions of art.8 from the Law  no. 1103-XIV as of 
30.06.2000 on the protection of competition were found.  
 

Observations to the investigation report 

 In compliance with the provisions of art. 59 from the Law on Competition  no. 
183 as of 11.07.2012, by letters  no.APD-12/268-705 and  no.APD-12/269-706 as of 

17 September 2013, the Competition Council sent the investigation report offering 

thus the possibility to Moldtelecom and Sun Communications to provide observations 
on it within  30 working days. 

Neither Moldtelecom nor Sun Communications did not provide observations 

within the deadline set by para. (3) art.59 from the Law on Competition  no.183 as of 

11.07.2012, moreover they did not request the  the extension of the deadline (para.(4) 
art.59 from the Law on Competition  no.183 as of 11.07.2012). 

Based on the findings set, pursuant to art. 41 from the Law on Competition  no. 

183 as of 11.07.2012, The Plenum of the Competition Council, 

 

DECIDES: 

1. To cease the examination of the case initiated by the Disposition no. 56 as of 26 

September 2011 related to the lack of infringing the art.6 and art.8 from the Law  
no.1103-XIV as of 30.06.2000 on the protection of competition by JV „Sun 

Communications” LLC    

2. This Decision shall enter into force on the date of its adoption and shall be notified 
to the parties; 

3.  The decision of the Competition Council can be appealed in court. 

 

 

 

The Chairperson of the 

Competition Council 

 

                                                    Viorica CĂRARE 

  
 


